NICOLA VICENTINO'S RECONSTRUCTION
OF THE ANCIENT GREEK GENERA
Maria Rika Maniates

The title of this Study Session suits my subject, because what we find in
the writings of Vicentino are 'elements, traces, hints, glimpses, bits and
pieces' of ancient Greek music theory. To ascertain what Vicentino knew
about the Greek genera, and why he believed he could 'adapt ancient
music to modern practice' (to paraphrase the title of his treatise), we
must make a coherent picture of these dislocated elements.1

1. INTRODUCTION
Vicentino can be an undisciplined writer. He often digresses to

matters tangential to the topic at hand. But these digressions ?on style,
decorum, genre, singing, performance practice, and theology? are often
more interesting than the topics they interrupt. To read his prose, then,
is to follow the natural flow of his ideas as they occur to him, and this
experience is not without charm. However, Vicentino can also be a sloppy
thinker. With respect to science, even by sixteenth-century standards, he

lacks precision in language, shows little interest in organizing data, and
disregards the need for systemic accuracy. To follow his theory is to

scavenge for its traces, a disagreeable exercise akin to trying to

reassemble a jigsaw puzzle with some pieces rough-hewn and others

mislaid.

According to Charles Caleb Colton, ?imitation is the sincerest of
flattery.? Therefore I first enumerate what I will not discuss, just as
1 For an outline of the treatise, see Table 1.
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Vicentino closed the ?Book on Music Theory? by listing what he had
omitted from Boethius' De institutione musica.21 will not discuss the

existing scholarly literature.3 I will not talk about mannerism or
humanism, although these issues form the context of my remarks. I will
not talk about rules of text underlay, described by Don Harr?n, nor about

the solmization of the genera, even though it was based on a relatively
modern bipolar system of hexachords.41 will not describe the public
debate on the genera (Rome 1551), when Vicentino lost two gold scudi
to Vicente Lusitano.5 Nor will I describe in detail the archicembalo,6
except for its first tuning, the one that incorporates the inflections
associated by Vicentino with the chromatic and enharmonic genera. I
will discuss what Vicentino knew about the ancient Greek genera, how
he came to know it, and why he was keen on a revival.

2. Structure of the Genera
According to tradition, of the three ancient Greek genera, only the
natural, noble diatonic survived into modern practice: the other two had
long been abandoned as artificial and impracticable.7
The diatonic genus divided the tetrachord into one semitone and two
whole tones. The chromatic comprised two semitones and a minor third,
the enharmonic two dieses and a major third.
Vicentino insists that each step is a constitutive element of its genus,
and therefore that one step suffices to define a genus.8 Among the larger

2 Ed. G. Friedlein, Leipzig 1867; repr. Frankfurt am Main 1966. Trans. C. M. Bower
and ed. C. V. Palisca, Fundamentals of Music - Music Theory Translation Series, New

Haven and London 1989.
3 See Table 2.

4 Vicentino's solmization for chromatic and enharmonic modes, an extremely complex
scheme, is outlined in I, 5 of L'antica musica ridotta alla moderna prattica = Documenta

musicologica, erste Reihe: Druckschriften-Faksimiles 17, ed. E. E. Lowinsky, Kassel Basel 1959. Trans. M. R. Maniates, Ancient Music Adapted to Modern Practice = Music
Theory Translation Series, New Haven and London 1995/6. The bipolar system relies on
two hexachords: soft [F] and hard [G]; the natural [C] is merely a pivot between the two.

See, for example, L'antica musica, 1,4.

5 Vicentino, who lost the debate, gives his version of the events, along with copies of

most of the documents, in L'antica musica, IV, 43. Another version of the debate is
recorded by G. Danckerts, one of the two judges, in an unpublished treatise.
6 Vicentino, L'antica musica, V, 1-6.

7 Example 1 presents the conventional notion of the genera. Vicentino used the
superscript dot for notes inflected upward by one diesis. L'antica musica, 1,6,7,8. A tape
recording of the three genera was played.

8 See Table 4, especially 4.13,4.14,4.15.
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steps, a major third signals the enharmonic genus, a minor third the
chromatic, a whole tone the diatonic. As for the smaller steps, the two
sizes of semitone (major and minor) define the diatonic and chromatic
genera respectively, just as the two sizes of dieses (major and minor)
define the chromatic and enharmonic respectively.
Vicentino's intervals are schematized in Tables 3 and 4. The comma,
one half of a minor diesis, is not used in vocal music, though it occurs on

the archicembalo. The minor semitone and major diesis are the same
size; the name depends on the spelling. The whole tone is made up of a
major and a minor semitone; but there are also minor and major tones,
inflected either one diesis below or one above the regular whole tone.
The minor third is made up of a whole tone and a major semitone; it too
has enharmonic inflections, the smaller called minimal and the larger
proximate. The major third is made up of two whole tones; its larger
inflection is called proximate, and its minimal size is the same as the

proximate minor third. Of course, leaps too may be inflected
enharmonically: for instance, E to e-dot for a proximate octave, or F to

c-dot, for a proximate fifth. Though Vicentino applied the genera to part

music, he understood that ancient definitions ensued from concepts of
melody. A genus was identified by its linear contour. In polyphony, the
ensemble merely produced four simultaneous melodies in the genera.

Vicentino considered his revival of the ancient genera as an extension,
however radical, of the current state of affairs. And this was the crux of
the debate with Lusitano. Vicentino argued that since modern composers

used major and minor thirds and minor semitones in their melodic

writing, the music of his day, contrary to received opinion, was not purely

diatonic, but rather a partial mixture of all three genera. This music
Vicentino called either musica communa (ordinary music) or musica
participata & mista (tempered and mixed music).9
9For ordinary music, see L'antica musica, III, 15, and V, 59; ordinary instruments are

mentioned in III, 14, and V, 5, ordinary tuning in V, 5, 13; common improvisation
techniques, common fugues, and common canons in IV, 23, 32, 33. For tempered and
mixed music, see I, 6, and III, 15,16,17,18,19, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 28, 31,32, 33, 34, 35,36,
39; tempered and mixed modes are mentioned in III, 39, 42; the tempered and mixed
chromatic genus in III, 44; the tempered diatonic genus in I, 6; the tempered modes in
III, 39; the mixed genera in I, 4, and V, 47; the mixed enharmonic genus in I, 5.
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Since our records of the debate do not illuminate Vicentino's position,
we can be spared the convoluted dialectics of the protagonists, and escape
the boredom and mystification felt by their original audience ?thus
Ghiselin Danckerts, one of two judges.10 What we need to remember is
that any interval smaller than the fourth defines a genus, for it is this
conception, whether we agree with it or not, that helps us understand
how the genera operate in a linear string, and hence how we identify the
genus of a composition.11
To write in the pure chromatic genus, composers must restrict each
melodic part to the intervals proper to that genus: that is , minor third,
major semitone, and minor semitone. They may also use the structural
intervals common to all the genera: fourth, fifth, and octave. Large
composite intervals, such as sixths and beyond, do not seem to have
generic identity, and are therefore permitted in any genus. However, to
achieve starling effects, composers may choose also to inflect by semitone
any interval larger than the minor third; thus, a part could be made to
leap a tritone rather than a perfect fourth. Of the tritone, Vicentino

wrote: ?Although troublesome to sing, this interval is indispensable

whenever the words require a marvelous effect.?12 Intervals foreign to a
genus are allowed only if separated by rests. In the pure enharmonic
genus, the linear intervals are: major third, major diesis, minor diesis,
and the larger intervals in their standard or inflected forms. The linear
strands of a composition must obey the rules of integrated counterpoint
and make good harmony: a point of imitation should behave as such, and
the vertical sonorities have to be consonant, with dissonances treated
according to the usual rules; i.e., passing notes, suspensions, syncopations,

and so on.

In the pure diatonic, it is permitted to use, in addition to the larger

intervals, only the melodic steps of the whole tone and the major
semitone. Vicentino provided in his treatise a pure diatonic work for four

voices; it has no words because ?considerable harshness is felt in this
music compared to that which is tempered and mixed.?13 In other words,

the mellow sound of the modern polyphony of his day was achieved by

mixing diatonic intervals proper with intervals from the enharmonic and

chromatic genera ?namely, major thirds, minor thirds, and minor
semitones. This is why Vicentino used the adjective 'mixed.'

10 A latter-day champion of Vicentino's theories, Ercole Bottrigari, compared Lusitano
and Vicentino to blind pugilists flailing the air. See // Melone discorso armonico, p. 17.
11 To do this, we analyze the intervals in each melodic voice of the composition.
12 L'antica musica, I, 35.
13 L'antica musica, III, 26.
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3. Tuning
Before considering the adjective 'tempered,' as in 'tempered and

mixed music,' we must deal with Vicentino's treatment of ancient Greek
tunings. Table 5, though not exhaustive, gives us enough intervals to grasp
the problem. From the top down, the intervals are listed from the smallest
to the largest. In the first two columns, we find the ratios and our modern
cents values for the Pythagorean system and Ptolemy's diatonic syntonon,

later known as 'just intonation'. The third column lists the ratios found
in Vicentino's treatise, along with translations into cents. The endnotes
indicate how the ratios are scattered throughout the treatise.
The ratios Vicentino gives for the major semitone, the whole tone,
the minor third, the major third, the perfect or just fourth, the perfect
or just fifth, the minor sixth, and major sixth, and the octave correspond
to Ptolemy's diatonic syntonon.14 All but one of these ratios make their
first appearance in either Book I or II. Very curious is Vicentino's failure

to provide the ratio of the major semitone.15 For we are constantly
reminded that his tuning is a superior one precisely because in the
diatonic tetrachord, the semitone is not the minor semitone of
Pythagoras.16 Clearly Vicentino not only disparages the Pythagorean
system, but also champions Ptolemy's syntonic diatonic. It is therefore
decidedly odd that Vicentino fails to give this tuning a name, however
incorrect or fanciful. Nor does he attribute it to Ptolemy, though he does
refer to the true or just thirds and sixths of the ancients.17

The other ratios appear in Book V. Those given for the proximate
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ratio of the proximate major third works less well (435 compared to 426
cents). The same holds true for the 13:12 minor tone, the 14:13 major
semitone, and the 21:20 minor semitone.20 Here Vicentino has tried to
devise workable superparticular ratios from a simple concept of the

natural arithmetic series.21

Vicentino's efforts, not entirely successful, to enunciate ratios close

to some of the intervals on the archicembalo are clustered in four
chapters near the end of Book V. It is evident that Vicentino became
belatedly aware of the need to rationalize the first tuning of this
instrument. Although like so many of his other forays into rigorous

science, this attempt remains in disarray, it does suggest that Vicentino
was uneasy about the incompatibility between the tempering process,

the partition of intervals visualized into segments, and the

mathematical process, the calculation of intervals by whole-number

ratios. After all, the importance of the archicembalo as an instrument
for studying and accompanying the singing of the genera is everywhere
stressed in the treatise. And thus Vicentino had somehow to reconcile

it with a vocal tuning whose consonances were defined by super
particular ratios.
The archicembalo features two manuals, each with three ranks of
keys.22 Within the octave on the lower manual are found the normal seven

diatonic keys and five chromatic keys (ranks 1 and 2 respectively), plus
seven more chromatic keys (rank 3), including E# and B# to split the
diatonic semitones. The tuning of the lower manual is meantone, and
thus, a closed system of 19 keys. The upper manual comprises another
three ranks, of which only the first two concern us here. On the second
manual, rank 4 duplicates the seven diatonic keys of rank 1, but tuned
one enharmonic diesis higher, and rank 5 does the same for the five 'flats'
in ranks 2 and 3 of the lower manual. The five ranks altogether make up

a total of 31 keys in another closed system. It should be noted that this

system is 'equal-tempered' only in its complete 31-note enharmonic

genus. Each key listed in Table 6 is 38/39 cents away from its upper and
lower neighbours. But if the upper manual were to be ignored, the lower

manual by itself would sound in meantone for either diatonic or
chromatic music.

Meantone is of course a temperament, but not an equal temperament:
it is a quarter-comma temperament. For many theorists of this period,
its fascination lay in its ability to produce thirds and sixths close to the
sonorous and just species of Ptolemy's diatonic syntonon. In order to
20 L'antica musica, V, 60,61 for the minor tone; V, 60 for the minor semitone.

21 L'antica musica, II, 2,4,10,12,17, 21.
22 See Table 6.
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integrate this tuning on a fixed instrument, it was necessary to shorten
the fifth and expand the fourth, and to make other adjustments, such as
a variety of split keys.23 Theorists explored systems with 15-, 17-, 19-, and

21-note octaves. Vicentino's is a 19-note meantone system, with another
12 keys added to split in half any two adjacent keys on the first manual
that are 77/78 cents apart.
Turning back to Table 5, we can now understand why the cents values

in the fourth column (the archicembalo) do not always correspond to
those in either columns three (Vicentino's ratios) or two (the diatonic
syntonon). The reason is that the archicembalo is tuned in a refined,
expanded version of a closed-system, quarter-comma temperament.
Since the relevant comma is the syntonic comma of 22 cents (81:80), any
intervals not within one or two cents of their just counterparts will differ
from their rational expression by multiples of one-quarter of the syntonic

comma (6.5 cents).

Just how well aware of all this was Vicentino? We cannot be certain.

However, judging the discrepancies in his methods, the lack of precision

concerning the ancient tuning he wanted to emulate, the confusion
between this tuning and how it related to the archicembalo, as well as
other veiled comments concerning these subjects, it is my belief that
Vicentino learned what he knew about Ptolemy's diatonic syntonon and
tempered keyboards from Lodovico Fogliano's Musica theorica24 itself
hardly a model of clarity, wherein Fogliano tried to adapt the diatonic
syntonon to the keyboard.
Boethius's treatise, as we know, could not have been a source for
any of Ptolemy's tuning systems. Although Vicentino was more widely
read than many scholars today are willing to admit, there is no evidence

that he knew Ptolemy's work, even in Nicolo Leoniceno's Latin

translation owned by Gian Giorgio Trissino, or any of the published
humanist r?gurgitations of Ptolemy's theories. Although it is not possible

to expound fully my reasons for citing Fogliano as the source, I may
point to the adjective 'tempered' is an indicator of the symbiosis in
Vicentino's mind of the archicembalo and the mirabili segreti of ancient
vocal music.25

23 Vicentino's archicembalo had the more split keys than other known practical

keyboard instruments. For his comments on blunting the fifth and expanding the fourth,
see L'antica musica, I, 6,14, and II, 16, 22, and V, 5, 6, 64, 66.
24 Venice 1529. Facsimile = Monuments of Music and Music Literature in Facsimile,

Second Series - Music Literature 93, New York 1969.
25 L'antica musica, III, 52.
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4. Aesthetics of the Genera
Vicentino's reading in ancient literature helped shape a singular
concept of stylistic decorum, a concept that places him in the vanguard
of musicians who had assimilated the prime lesson of rhetoric: namely,
precepts for stylish composition. Regarding vocal chamber music he

wrote: ?Music set to words has no other purpose than to express in
harmony the meaning of the words, their passions, and effects.?26 This
precept gave rise to a set of rules concerning the intelligibility of the
words.27 But correct prosody could not in itself project passions and
imagery. The latter goal required the deployment of the intervals of the

genera, from the tiniest to the largest, each assigned a gradation of
tenseness or slackness depending on size, direction, and speed.2S

In musica communa for untutored ears, the recommended

techniques were limited to those that imported a modicum of stylish
flair and textual projection, without disrupting the docile conventions

expected by the public at large.29 Vicentino specified their logical

disposition in the beginning, middle, and ending of a composition.30 At

the same time, his polemic indicates that the criteria of logic and
coherence hampered music's potential for neoteric stylishness and
passionate expressiveness.
For Vicentino, the structural elements of music were comparable to

the columnar scaffolding of buildings and the linear design of paintings.31

Other elements, such as generic intervals, were ornaments ?a ranking

shown in his analogies to the mixture of the Vitruvian orders in

architecture, and to the pictorial use of color and shading to create the
illusion of perspective on a flat surface. In extraordinary music for

cultivated ears, the eloquent portrayal of the words allowed, nay

demanded, an incredible variety of ornaments.32 Even structural elements

could be bent out of shape, as it were, so long as these aberrations

depicted the text. Vicentino flaunted the chaotic effect of the genera by
elevating it to an aesthetic dictate for stylized style. The human voice
was the main vehicle of emotive resonance. And the intricate inflections

of the genera provided the most flexible means of imitating vocal

utterance. Singers, said Vicentino, had to overcome their innate laziness,

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

L'antica musica, III, 29.
L'antica musica, III, 29, 30.
L'antica musica, 1,15-42.
L'antica musica, 1,4, and III, 15.
L'antica musica, IV, 14-16.
L'antica musica, III, 15.
L'antica musica, I, 4, and III, 15.
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and learn to vary their techniques of delivery, as did orators.33 An
irrational and unruly device was acceptable if it produced a marvello
effect. Marvellous effects did more than compensate for the lack o
logical coherence. They moved the listeners.34 Marvellous effects we
the precious secrets, the mirabili segreti, of ancient music.

The brutish ears of common folk could not appreciate them. Suc
rhetorical stylization of music was reserved for the refined ears of t
discerning few. Vicentino did not deny the artificial, contrived, an

affected qualities of this style. On the contrary, he made a virtue of the

The implication is clear. Receptive and discriminating listeners wou
understand that Vicentino's adaptation of ancient music to mode
practice enabled them to participate in the lofty exercise of music
described by Plutarch, the supposed author of Peri mousikes /De mus

(first to second-century Greece).35 Plutarch contrasted the bygone music

of the very ancient Greeks with the plebeian, venal, and coarse style
his own day. The subject matter of the old songs praised either the g
or the Homeric heroes, unlike the crude and disreputable themes of t

new songs. And, Plutarch lamented the current neglect of t

enharmonic genus, the oldest, noblest, and foremost of the genera

his opinion, complaints that the enharmonic was artificial a

impracticable merely reflected the inadequacies of singers, and hen

the debasement of the art of music. It was this debasement th
Vicentino sought to remedy.

5. The Music

Vicentino's hero was his patron, the Cardinal of Ferrara. Thus, it i
appropriate that the most ambitious work in the treatise should hon
Ippolito d'Est?. The three phrases of the Latin prose text are each set
one of the genera, and in a deliberately planned order. The first phr
(mm. 1-15), ?Ancient music of late has raised up her head out of th

darkness,? is set in the commonplace idiom of the day, the diatonic style
as ordinarily misunderstood. And one may infer that the darkness is
diatonic degradation of ancient music. In the second phrase (mm. 15-2

?So that, with sweet and antique numbers, to compete with ancient

deeds,? the chromatic genus projects the meaning of the words, especially

33 L'antica musica, IV, 42.
34 L'antica musica, I,10,24,35, and II, 16,27, and IH, 5,48,49, and IV, 15,42, and V, 1

35 In Moralia, 14:352-455. Ed. and transi. . Einarson and P. H. de Lacy, London a
Cambridge Mass. 1967. Also transi, and ed. A. Barker, Greek Musical Writings 1: Th
Musician and His Art, Cambridge and New York 1984, p. 205-57.
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at dulcibus. The image of the last phrase (mm. 24-48), ?Your great deeds,
Hippolytus, she might send high above the heavens,? is projected by the
super-celestial sublimity of the enharmonic genus.36
In two Italian madrigals for four voices, Dolce mio ben and Madonna,

it poco dolce, Vicentino writes the music down in such a way as to give
the performers a number of options for mixing the genera. Untangling
the snarl of the directives on how to read the parts and determining

exactly how the genera actually operate in the each piece are very
complex tasks. It is not possible to deal with them in this essay. However,
the options, which entail omitting and combining various sets of written

accidentals, have something to do with Vicentino's notion of ancient
Greek performance practice.
The sincerity of Vicentino's belief cannot be doubted. The feasibility
of his technical system is another matter. The appreciation of the result
is yet another. Edgard Var?se once said: ?There is no avant-garde. There
are only people who lag behind.?

36 A tape of the example was played featuring an electronic archicembalo tuned on
the Ensoniq EPS sampler by Durrell Bowman, a graduate student in musicology at the
University of Toronto.
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Mu - si - ca pri - sca ca - put,

mu - si-ca pn- sca

Mu - si - ca pri - sca ca - put

Mu - si - ca pri - sca ca - put

Mu - si - ca pri - sca

r r pi r r

ne - bris mo - do su stu - lit al

put

ne - bris mo

do su - stu - lit al - tis, su - stu - lit al

El- j. j>j

te - ne- bris mo - do su - stu - lit al - tis, su - stu - lit al

ca - put

te - ne - bris mo - do su - stu - lit al

Mu - si - ca pri - sca ca - put te - ne - bris mo - do

tis, Mu - si - ca pri - sca ca - put te - ne - bris mo - do

Mu - si - ca pri - sca ca - put te - ne - bris mo - do

Mu - si - ca pri - sca ca - put te - ne - bris mo - do

Example 2.
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Dui - ci - bus ul

stu - lit al

r r uim

stu - lit al - tis, su - stu- lit al - tis Dui - ci - bus ut nu - me

al - tis Dui - ci - bus

al - tis

me - ris, dui

ci - bus

ut nu - me

Dui - ci - bus ut

ut nu - me - ns pn - scis cer

ut nu - me - ns pn - scis cer

tedi

ci - bus ut nu - me - ris pri - scis

me - ris, dui

ci - bus ut nu - me

Dui - ci-bus ut nu - me

fa - ctis, Dui - ci-bus ut nu - me - ris

'PU '

Dui - ci-bus ut nu - me - ris

tan ti - a fa - ctis,

^-? 1 ?
scis cer - tan - ti - a fa - ctis, Dui - ci-bus ut nu - me - ris

Example 2 (cont.).
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'
Fa - cta tu - a,

pri - seis cer - tan - ti - a fa

fa - ctis Fa - cta tu - a,

pn - seis cer - tan - ti

Hyp -

ctis Fa - cta tu - a,

pri - seis cer - tan - ti - a fa
-zr

pri - seis cer - tan - ti - a fa - ctis

Fa - cta tu - a,

-??&

Hyp- po - li - te, fa - cta tu - a, Hyp po - li

r MJ 'nr

li - te, fa - cta tu - a, Hyp - po - li -

Hyp- po - li - te, fa - cta tu

Hyp- po - li

Hyp- po - li - te, fa - cta tu - a, Hyp - po

te, ex - cel

sum su - per

the - ra mit

te, ex - cel

sum su - per ae - the - ra mit

te, ex - cel

sum su - per ae - the - ra mit

te, ex - cel

sum su - per ae - the-ra mit

f r~cir r

Example 2 (cont.).
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r it r

Hyp - po - li -

Hyp - po - li - le.

r ! r~r r r

a. Hyp - po - li - le.

a. Hyp - po - li - te

r r "r r r 5

te, ex - cel - sum su - per ae

ihe - ra mit - lai.
JQ_

ex - cel - sum su - per ae the - ra mit

sum su - per

the ra mit - lai.

sum su - per ae - the - ra mit

Example 2 (cont.).
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TABLE 1
Don Nicola Vicentino Ancient Music Adapted to Modern Practice
(L'antica musica ridotta alla moderna prattica) Rome 1555
Title Page and Portrait

1 page

Letters of Dedication and to the Readers

1 page

Book on Music Theory

16 chapters 8 pages

Book I on Music Practice

42 chapters 40 pages

(Libro della theorica musicale)
Boethian fundamental on the ancient
Greek genera: 5 diagrams

(Libro primo della prattica musicale)
melodic intervals with diatonic, chromatic, and
enharmonic sizes: 1 diagram, 38 music examples

Book II on Music Practice
(Libro secondo della prattica musicale)
rudiments of intervallic progressions and
combinations: 28 music examples

Book III on Music Practice
(Libro terzo della prattica musicale)
modes and cadences of the three genera in
modern vocal polyphony: 55 music examples,
including #44 Alleluia. Haec dies,#51 Soav'e
dole'ardore, #52 Dolce mio ben, #55 Madonna,
il poco dolce, #54 Musica prisca caput

Book IV on Music Practice
(Libro quarto della prattica musicale)
compositional procedures, designs, genres,
and styles: 5 diagrams, 24 music examples

Book V on Music Practice
(Libro quinto della prattica musicale)
construction and tunings of the archicembalo,
and how to find all intervals on the two

31 chapters 32 pages

56 chapters 59 pages

43 chapters 53 pages

66 chapters 96 pages

manuals: 2 diagrams, 58 music examples

Table of Contents
(La tavola del libro della theorica)
(Le tavole dell'i cinque libri della prattica musicale)

11 pages

8 pages

[Drawings of the archicembalo]

254 chapters 309 pages
[30]
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TABLE 2
G. Baini, Memorie storico-critiche della vita e delle opere di Giovanni Pierlugi
da Palestrina. 2 vols. Rome 1828.

J. M. Barbour, Tuning and Temperament: A Historical Survey. East Lansing
1953; repr. New York 1974.
K. Berger, Theories of Chromatic and Enharmonic Music in Late 16th Century
Italy. Ann Arbor 1980.

E. Bottrigari, // Melone discorso armonico (Ferrara 1602). Facsimile ed. G.
Vecchi, // Melone e II Melone secondo = Biblioteca Musica Bononiensis 11/29.

Bologna 1969.
P. R. Brink, The Archicembalo of Nicola Vicentino. Ph.Diss. Ohio State
University 1966.

G. Cattin, ?Nel quarto centenario di Nicola Vicentino teorico e compositore,?
in StudMus 5,1976, p. 29-57.
O. Chilesotti, ?Di Nicola Vicentino e dei generi greci secondo Vicentio Galilei,?
in i?M/19,1912, p. 545-565.
G. Danckerts, Sopra una differentia musicale sententiata nella detta capella [delpapa].
Nella quale differentia il venerabile Don Nicola Vicentino si ? obligato diprovare
che niun musico sa di che genere ha la musica che esso is tesso compone. (Rome:

Biblioteca Vallicelliana, Ms. R.56, n.l5b, az.1555-56), ff. 382r-423v.

W. Dupont, Geschichte der musikalischen Temperatur. Nordlingen 1935.

J. Haar, ?Self-Consciousness About Style, Form and Genre in 16th-Century
Music,? in StudMus 3,1974, p. 219-227.

D. Harr?n, ?Vicentino and His Rules of Text Underlay,? in MQ 59, 1973,
p. 620-632.
J. Hawkins, A General History of the Science and Practice of Music. London
1776; repr. London 1853. 2 vols. New York 1963.
H. W. Kaufmann, The Life and Works of Nicola Vicentino. American Institute
of Musicology 1966.

? ?More on the Tuning of the Archicembalo,? in JAMS 23, 1970, p. 84-90.
? ?Vicentino and the Greek Genera,? in JAMS 16,1963, p. 325-346.

P. O. Kristeller, ?Music and Learning in the Early Italian Renaissance,? in
Renaissance Thought II: Papers on Humanism and the Arts. New York and
London 1965, p. 142-162; also in Studies in Renaissance Thought and Letters.
Rome 1956, p. 451-469; also in Journal of Renaissance and Baroque Music
1,1947, p. 255-274.
A. de la Fage, Essais de diphth?rographie et r?productions de manuscrits relatifs

? la practique, ? la th?orie et ? Vhistoire de la musique. Paris 1864; repr.

Amsterdam 1964.

[31]
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TABLE 2 (cont.)
M. Lindley, ?Early 16th-Century Keyboard Temperaments,? in Musica
Disciplina 28,1974, p. 129-151.
M. R. Maniates, ?Bottrigari versus Sigonio: On Vicentino and His Ancient Music
Adapted to Modem Practice,? in Essays in Honor of Claude V. Paliscaf edd.
. . Baker and . R. Hanning, New York 1992, p. 79-107.

? ?The Cavaliere Ercole Bottrigari and His Brickbats: Prolegomena to the
Defense of Don Nicola Vicentino Against Messer Gandolfo Sigonio,? in
Music Theory in Its Historical Contexts, edd. D. Bernstein and C. Hatch.
Chicago 1992, p. 137-187.

? Mannerism in Italian Musical Culture, 1530-1630. Chapel Hill and
Manchester 1979.

? ?Vicentino's 'Incerta et occulta scientia' Reexamined,? in JAMS 28,1975,
p. 335-351.
? ?What's in a Word? Interpreting Vicentino's Text?, in Music and Civilization:
Essays in Honor of Paul Henry Lang, edd. E. Strainchamps, M. R. Maniates,
and C. Hatch. New York 1984, p. 444-456.

G. Mantese, Storia musicale vicentina. Vicenza 1956.
C. V. Palisca, The Beginings of Baroque Music: Its Roots in Sixteenth Century
Theory and Polemics. Ph.D. diss. Harvard University 1953.

? ?A Clarification of 'MusicaReservata' in Jean Taisnier' 'Astrologiae', 1559,?
inAMI?>\, 1959, p. 133-161.
? Humanism in Italian Renaissance Musical Thought. New Haven - London 1985.

? ?Scientific Empiricism in Musical Thought,? in Seventeenth Century Science
and the Arts, ed. H. H. Rhys, Princeton 1961 p. 91-137.
V. Rippe, ?Nicola Vicentino ? sein Tonsystem und seine Instrumente: Versuch
einer Verkl?rung,? in M/34,1981, p. 393-413.
L. Rossi, Sistema musico overo musica speculativa dove si spiegono i pi? celebri
di tutti i tre generi. Perugia 1666.

R. Russell, The Harpshichord and Clavichord: An Introduction. London 1959;
repr. London 1973.
A. Silbiger, ed., Nicola Vicentino: Four Enharmonic Madrigals. Utrecht 1988.
. Vicentino, L'antica musica ridotta alla modernaprattica, con la dichiaratione,
et con gli essempi de i tre generi, con le loro spetie. Et con Vinventione di uno
nuovo stromento, nel quale si contiene tutta la perfetta musica, con molti segreti

musicali. (Rome 1555). Facsimile ed. E. E. Lowinsky, Documenta Musico
logica 17, Kassel - Basel 1959.

W. Zenek, ?Nicola Vicentinos 'L'Antica musica' (1555)? in Theodor Kroyer
Festschrift zum sechzigsten Geburtstag, edd. . Zenek, . Schultz, and W.
Gerstenberger. Regensburg 1933, p. 86-101.
[32]
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TABLE 3
Chart of the Steps from the Comma to the Proximate Major Third

comma

,

1,14

minor diesis . [?] 1,15
major diesis/minor semitone 1,16-18

major semitone ... 1,19-20

minor whole tone .... 1,21
whole tone . 1,22-23

major whole tone . ?, 24
minimal third . 1,25
minor third . 1,26-27
proximate minor third/[minimal major third] . 1,28
major third . 1,29-30
proximate major third . 1,31

[33]
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TABLE 6
Vicentino's archicembalo in the first tuning

L'antica musica, V, 5

(based on the string lengts given in Lemme Rossi's Sistema musico,

p. 86)

IF 1200* [A]
4? 1123* [Ab]
IE 1084* [G?]
5?" 1045
2Eb 1006* [G]
3D? 968
4D 929* [Gb]
ID 890* [P]
51> 852
3Db 813* [F]
2C? 774* [E']
4C 735
1C 697* [E]
3 ? 658
4B 619* [Eb]

3E? 1161

IB 581* [D?]
2B" 503* [D]

5Bb 542

3A* 464

4? 426* [Db]
1A 387* [C]
5?" 348

3Ab 310* [C]
2G? 271* [B*]
4G 232

1G 194* [B]
3Gb 116* [Bb]
2P 78* [A?]
4F 39
IF 0* [A]

5Gb 155

Numbers in front of letter names indicate the ranks on which the keys
were two heyboards on the archicembalo: the first keyboard comprises
the second, ranks 4, 5, and 6. The sixth rank is omitted here, because
19/20 cents each, are irrelevant. The six comma keys inserted by Vicent
B, A, G; the ones on C and F could not be fitted in.
Asterisked cents values correspond to the string lengths given by Ro
tuning on the keyboard (sistema participate). The letters in square br
keys. See Rossi, Sistema musico, p. 83.
Rossi's meantone tuning is a closed system with 19 keys.

{36]
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